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InBred Line (IBL) & Landrace Clones
STRAIN NAME (PLANT #)
TYPE OF EFFECT FLOWER TIME
GENERATION
Kandahar Afghan
Indica
8-9 weeks
IBL
- Heirloom indica strain from a small village in Kandahar brought over in the 70s and kept preserved in
California, given to Bodhi and sold through the Nierika Seed Trust. Great breeding tool and easy to
grow inside or outside. Cool fade color when grown under LED. Popcorn nugs of pure indica smoke
that’s relaxing to the body but doesn’t cause couch lock. Great for day or night time. Nice relaxing
body high. Reported to help with insomnia and anxiety.
Vintage Pakistani 1
Sativa
9-10 weeks
Landrace
- Pakistani landrace rare sativa type with soaring clear headed high from the Nierika Seed Trust. One of
our favorites plants that’s easy to grow outdoor with its’ Christmas tree shape. Great for making hash
and charas. Quick finishing sativa reported to help with PTSD and ADHD. Sharp mental focus,
motivating strain.
Monkey Balls (Deep Chunk) #7
Indica
9-10 weeks
IBL
- A Tom Hill original creation of Deep Chunk bred in the US for over 20 years and f2ed by Hazeman and
named Monkey Balls. All turn color and have a musky type smell to them. But very strong body and
sedative effects. Great for nighttime. Old Afghan line that’s a very popular medical strain. Reported to
be very dominant in crosses. #15 gets a beautiful blue/purple coloring to it. #6/7 get super dark purple.
Big Sur Holy Weed
Sativa
9-10 weeks
IBL
- Zacatecas Purple x Afghani. Via Coastal Seeds, old school Mexican/Afghani hybrid bred to an
heirloom sativa in the 70's (central coastal California). A monk named Perry living in the Big Sur area
back in the 70s originally developed this strain. Psychedelic and trippy Big Sur Holy Weed will take you
back in time. Afghani/Mexican hybrid masterfully bred towards the sativa high and the indica frame.
The true magic of this strain is the amazing sublime sativa high, a beautiful blast from the past.
***LIMITED TIME
Sannie's Jack
Mostly Sativa
11-13 weeks
IBL
- Sensi Seeds Jack Herer f8. This is a worked line from Sannie’s Seeds in the Netherlands. Sannie
got the original Jack Herer that was all the rage in the Netherlands in the late 90’s, around 1998 and
has worked the strain all the way to f8. It’s a super uniform, very branchy, but very structurally sound
with huge baseball bat sized colas at the top of each branch. It’s a pure big yielding clear headed
sativa head rush with strong smells of lemon with a slight mintyness. Great daytime smoke. Great
plant for breeding, as you can test out with our Jack Light5 and OG Jack.
’95 Silver Haze
Sativa
11 weeks
IBL
- Silver Pearl x Haze. 1989 High Times cup winner and one of the all time greats in cannabis. Super
clear headed high awaits you in this plant, that was kept in line by the Nature Farmer for all these
years. This cut can be ready fast for a super sativa, at only 11 weeks. “Lovely loud sharp sassafras
Haze funk that is purely spice funk goodness, dead on old school root beer concentrate or pure raw
sassafras root scent.”
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Eastern Manipur-Burma Border
Sativa
20 weeks
IBL
- Pure Indian Heirloom sativa. Crazy sativa for 2021, from Irrizinig. They can get up to ten feet tall!
Not recommended for inside, as they get very spindly and can take up to 20 weeks to finish. Beautiful
sativa flower that has a soaring clear headed high with a sweet berry like taste. ***LIMITED RELEASE
Acapulco Gold
Sativa
14 weeks
IBL
- Real deal AG from Nierika Seed Trust. Lots of folks sell Acapulco Gold because of the street cred the
AG holds with the ‘60s and ‘70s smokers. We’ve all heard the stories forever. But here’s some real
deal AG from Bodhi’s Nierika. Grow like your standard crazy sativa and can get tall. Up to 8-10’
outside. Not the longest flowering of the crazy sativas. If you want a pure mind-melting sativa and
have space outside, try this one of these in your garden. These tall sativas do great here in Oklahoma.
***LIMITED RELEASE
Oldtimer’s Haze
Sativa
16 weeks
IBL
- Oldtimer’s Haze. From Ace Seeds: “Haze was developed in California in the 60’s & 70’s by crossing
some of the best tropical sativas. This mythic sativa was close to disappearing from the breeding
scene, due to the introduction of skunk and indica strains. Oldtimer’s Haze population has been
preserved intact until today by Oldtimer, a british breeder, and then reproduced by Ace.”
***LIMITED RELEASE
“88 G-13 x Hashplant
Indica
9 weeks
IBL
- G13 x Hashplant. Originally bred by Sensi Seeds back in 1988, this is the version by way of
Hazeman, which has been kept in line. AKA 88g13hp, this plant has the allure of the G13 mom in the
original f1, crossed to the Hashplant, which was an Afghan indica used for making hash. Results are
knock-out power from a tough indica that grows squat and yields big. Perfect for indica couch lock
crowd. Our cut has that Afghan muskiness, thick smoke, with a pleasant sweetness to it.
Lower Ulleri Annapurna Nepali Himalaya
Sativa
16 weeks
IBL
- Indian Heirloom sativa. Another crazy sativa, this one was collected by Bodhi himself on his
Nepali collection trip in 2008. Plants there are tough as nails, living in over 6000 feet elevation, with the
wild weather conditions of the mountainous region. Effects are just as wild as the way they grow.
These can get over 15’ tall and can probably withstand a lot here in Oklahoma. Have fun with these!
***LIMITED RELEASE
Balochistan Red Stem (Shidi Bhang)
Sativa
8-9 weeks
IBL
- Balochistan Heirloom. Very unique line, by way of Irrizinig, that is from a desert like region in
southeast Afghanistan. Farmed for generations in these desert like conditions, these plants are tough.
Flower time is fast for the sativa like effects. Faint grape juice like taste and smell to these. Lung
expanding smoke, No ceiling on these with a creeper effect. And if you smoke too much, you could find
out what they mean when they call this line “Impending Doom.”
Upper Chuile Annapurna Region Nepal
- Indian Heirloom sativa.

Sativa
COMING SOON!!!

16 weeks

IBL
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True f1 Hybrid Clones (IBL or Landrace crossed to a different IBL or Landrace)
Too Buku #22
50/50 Hybrid
8 weeks
f1 Hybrid
- (Vietnam Black x Thai) x Herijuana. 3-way f1 Hybrid from Mantis Medgrower, created in Sonoma,
brings two powerhouse strains together for that classic Sativa/Indica f1 hybrid. Vietnam Black/Thai
dominate. Blackish/purple pheno with pure sativa motivating clear head high.
Too Buku #26
50/50 Hybrid
8 weeks
f1 Hybrid
- (Vietnam Black x Thai) x Herijuana. 3-way f1 Hybrid from Mantis Medgrower, created in Sonoma,
brings two powerhouse strains together for that classic Sativa/Indica f1 hybrid. Herijuana dom. Very
strong cannabis that you will feel instantly. Can cause daydreaming, disassociation, etc. Test results
have been reported up to 26% THC and up to 11% CBD.
Too Buku f2s
50/50 Hybrid
8-9 weeks
f2 Hybrid
- (Vietnam Black x Thai) x Herijuana. These are the f2s from the Too Buku f1 line. As we explore these
f2s, we’ll release a few here and there that grow well and stand out. So far, we’re seeing even more
vigor in the f2 line and some different terps are coming out. #12 and #13 are both very similar, and are
a little louder, fruitier expression of the #26.
Dread Bread #4
50/50 Hybrid
8-9 weeks
f1 Hybrid
- Mango Biche x Old Mother Ghani. Supernatural Selections creation of a Central American favorite,
considered the Blue Dream of the region because it grows great everywhere, crossed to the Afghani
male. Huge plants with great yields. Mango dominant pheno. Testing up to 24% THC.
Purple Monkey Ghani #2
Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 Hybrid
- Monkey Balls #6 x Kandahar Afghan. Indica lovers f1 dream right here folks. Expect big yielding,
heavy hitting Afghan power from this plant. Easy to grow and almost bulletproof. This is a true f1
cross, born & bred in Oklahoma by Plant Time Genetics. Rumored to be Joe Exotic’s favorite strain.
Buku Ghani #4
Mostly Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 Hybrid
- Too Buku #26 x Kandahar Afghan. Afghans dominate in this 4 way f1 cross. (Vietnam Black/Thai x
Herijuana) x Kandahar Afghan has a double Afghan influence because of the Herijuana side. Herijuana
is half Petrolia Headstash, a pre-soviet Afghan. Built like a tank this plant is super hardy and gets some
added growth from the little sativa influence. The Kandahar brings out the ancient in Afghans. Think
dinosaur kale of cannabis with these. Big yields, hardy, bulletproof, knock-down, thank you ma’am
cannabis. Born & bred in Oklahoma by Plant Time Genetics.
God’s Paintbrush
50/50 Hybrid
10-11 weeks
f1 Hybrid
- Ethiopian Paintbrush x Old Mother Ghani. Why is it called paintbrush is one of the first thoughts that
come to mind. Then you see the pictures and you see why. Another home run from Bodhi in his
Supernatural Selections label featuring this standout Ethiopian mom. Longer flower times are worth it
for the canna connoisseur. Skilled, patient growers should turn these into art.
Hawaiian x Columbian x Afghan
Slightly Sativa
10 weeks
f1 Hybrid
- Hawaiian x Columbian x Afghan. Pretty cool, limited, 3 way F1 cross by Supernatural Selections we’ll
keep around for awhile. Has some nice funky smells from the combination of genetics with the slight
fruit of the Hawaiian and the Columbian mixing nicely with the musky Afghan.
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50/50 Hybrid
9 weeks
f1 Hybrid
- Vintage Pakistani x ’79 Christmas Tree Bud. All eyez on this one, not named after the rapper, it’s
just a Hail Mary for a name but life goes on. Both parents hail from Pakistan. The VP is a sativa, that
grows shorty, like it wants to be an indica thug. While the CTB plants can get blue, screaming you can’t
c me, as squat indica plants that keep ya head up. Take a trip to thug mansion with this one as only
God can judge and I ain’t mad at ya if this one doesn’t get around. All kidding aside, this is an
awesome f1 hybrid that hits immediately with a nice cerebral high and the body high comes later.

Over Yonder
Sativa
9 weeks
f1 Hybrid
- Vintage Pakistani x Big Sur Holy Weed. Vigor is the name of the game on this Plant Time Genetics
creation. The VP has some freakish vigor and it gets compounded with the influx of the BSHW genes.
If you are looking for a fast vegging and fast flowering sativa this could be the ticket. Sweet BSHW
tastes with a floral essence from the VP.
Strainge
Indica
9 weeks
f1 Hybrid
- Kashmir Azad x Monkey Balls. Kashmir Azad seems to bring out magical traits in everything it
crosses with. These have a smell that is very close to a “skunk spray” smell, but grow quickly, have
beautiful Kashmir like serrated leaves, with gorgeous blue/purple tinted flower. Very resinous plants
that yield pure indica buds. Created by Plant Time Genetics. We see you Indica lovers.
Stumble
50/50 Hybrid
7-8 weeks
f1 Hybrid
- Kashmir Azad x Too Buku. This is what we’ve been looking for from the Too Buku side, a fast finishing
plant! These look ready at 42 days, but go ahead a wait another week or two! Smells of skunky sweet
permeate, with trichomes abound. Created by Plant Time Genetics here in Oklahoma.
Impasse
50/50 Hybrid
9-10 weeks
f1 Hybrid
- Kashmir Azad x Over Yonder. Another Plant Time Genetics creation using the Kashmir. Impasse
grows fast! Very vigorous plant, with very big yields. Great structure too. Terps are really unique, with
smells of Big Red Soda.
Rajasthani Space Probe
Mostly Sativa
11-12 weeks
f1 Hybrid
- Rajasthani Sikar x Kashmir Azad. This is a Bodhi Supernatural Selection release, featuring the
Kashmir as the dad. The Rajasthani from India, is known to flower in 120 degree weather! Should fit
right in here in Oklahoma. Sprite terps after long flowering times make it well worth it.

Polyhybrid & Backcross Clones
Nikah

Mostly Sativa
9-10 weeks
f1 Hybrid
- Triangle Kush x Old Mother Ghani. Frosty pheno of the famous kush clone from Florida crossed to a
super potent old-school Afghan male by way of Bodhi. Grapefruity gas/OG terps jump out at you on this
easy to grow plant, that gets tall and produces nice sized buds that have tested up to 27.9% THC.

Love Triangle #24
Slightly Indica
10 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- Triangle Kush x Snow Lotus. Love Triangle is a spectacular plant with great yields and the most
unique strawberry/cherry like playdoh tasting buds. Try this and you’ll always have a cut in your
garden. Great mellow easy going daytime friendly high. Grows more lanky/sativa like. #28 is the
‘Luden’s pheno.’ Test results up to 26% THC, with rosin and dry sift yields over 20%.
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Deep Line Alchemy 5 #13 (Skunk Ass Pheno) Indica
9 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- Artifact #1 x 1988 G13/Hash Plant. Artifact #1 is an old Afghan Bodhi says smells like a road kill
skunk, with super acrid smells. The old school smelly Afghan crossed to Bodhi’s powerhouse hash
plant will yield nice, dense, strong indica buds for a nice nighttime relaxation. #6 has more sweet smell.
Deep Line Alchemy 6
Indica
9-10 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- Iraqi Ranya x 1988 G13/Hash Plant. Iraqi Ranya comes from StrayFox’s brother who served in Iraq
and brought these seeds back. The line has some very good strains for making hash and Bodhi
crossed a selected female with his ’88 G13/Hash Plant male in his 6th version of hash plant remixes.
The G13/HP crosses bring strong indica hash plant traits & high THC. The Iraqi Ranya adds more of a
fruity smell and flavor profile to the earthy 88G13HP. Real hardy plant and nice yields.
Purp5

Mostly Indica
7-8 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- Da Purps x Northern Light5. Lucky creation made in Sonoma by the Mantis Medgrower using a
clone only Da Purps cut crossed to Northern Light5. Da Purps yielded small diamond studded frosty
popcorn nugs with the best grape soda like flavor and a slight purple coloring. Adding NL improved the
yield tremendously while keeping the great flavor, frost, and effects. Great indica relaxing high that’s not
too much of a knockout strain. Uplifting and okay to smoke during the day. But beware, too much can
put you sleep. Has tested up to 23.9% THC.

Gorilla Biscuit
Mostly Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- Sensi Star Terpentine cut x Stardawg I95. Created by Seeds of Compassion. This strain is rumored
to be very popular for commercial growers because of it super squat structure and large bud
production. Real turpentine smell with a slight lemon in there. Short plant that’s easy to grow with nice
yields. Very strong cannabis with a highly desirable terp profile. Has tested up to 29% THC.
King’s Banner XIII
50/50 Indica/Sativa 9-10 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- King Louis XIII OG x Bruce Banner. Two outstanding strains combined to bring ultimate kushyness
and potency together. This heavy hitter will cause couch lock effect. Very good variety for medical use
will combat pain and insomnia. Bred by DarkHorse Genetics. ***LIMITED TIME
OG Jack #11 (Tahoe OG Kush dominate)
Mostly Sativa
9-10 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- Tahoe OG Kush x Sannie’s Jack Herer f6. Tahoe OG from Cali Connection 2011 Cannabis Cup
winner crossed to the Sannie’s flagship Jack Herer stud gives huge yields of OG flavor and nice robust
Jack influenced structure. #11 is more Tahoe dom with a really unique Tahoe OG smell/taste mixed
with a slight Jack Herer minty fresh taste. Expect more OG body indica like effects. Large yields.
Created by Mantis Medgrower.
Northern Light5 #8
Mostly Indica
8-9 weeks
f2 Polyhybrid
- ’89 Northern Lights #5 “Noof Cut” x BCSC Northern Lights #5. Remember the Sensi Seed catalogs
back in the late 80s, early 90s? If you don’t, check out our “pictures” page on this website and you’ll
see what the Noof cut is. She’s the plant in those pictures, the poster child of Northern Lights #5.
Bodhi got a clone of this plant and crossed it to the British Colombia Seed Company Northern Lights #5
male he selected to rejuvenate the Northern Lights genetics. We open pollenated a pack of those
seeds to offer f2 seeds (listed below) and some f2 selected cut here. These plants will get the classic
NL “fade” resulting in pink, red, and yellow hues throughout. Beautiful, strong, and nice to breed with.
Males in this line seem to increase yield and strength, while giving way to the females tastes, look, and
effects. This #8 plant is a “chem” leaning pheno that will have the color fade and a nice, more electric,
sativa like effects of the bunch. #12 is the skunky pheno. #31 is more sweet chem like/fast grower.
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Pineapple Thai
Mostly Sativa
8-9 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- Pineapple Thai Clone x Jack the Ripper. This pineapple thai cross was made by 707 Seeds in
Sonoma and the #8 plant has the exact smell and similar growth pattern of the original mom.
The original pineapple thai clone in Sonoma reportedly produces 15% THC and 10% CBD for the best
daytime euphoria from the 3:2 THC:CBD ratio.
Jack Light5 #1 (Jack dominate cut)
Mostly Sativa
10 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- Sannie’s Jack x Northern Light5. In house creation from our own Mantis Medgrower matching up our
old school 1998 Jack Herer line from Sannie crossed to the Northern Light5 from Bodhi featuring the
Noof cut from 1989. The NL influence really re-awakens this classic Jack Herer line. Could be our
biggest yielder too! This #1 plant is a dead-ringer of the original Jack Herer in Amsterdam from ’98.
Tastes like a lemon, black licorice and pepper fusion. Gives you a big time uppity high with a slight
haze like the original. Great plant and super vigorous. Easy to grow for beginners. Shorter flower time
than Jack Herer.
Jack Light5 #3 (Passion Fruit cut)
Mostly Sativa
10 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- Sannie’s Jack x Northern Light5. In house creation from our own Mantis Medgrower matching up our
old school 1998 Jack Herer line from Sannie crossed to the Northern Light5 from Bodhi featuring the
Noof cut from 1989. The NL influence really re-awakens this classic Jack Herer line. Could be our
biggest yielder too! This #1 plant is a dead-ringer of the original Jack Herer in Amsterdam from ’98.
The Passion Fruit cut was a very pleasant surprise. Don’t let the Jack like smell fool you. Each exhale
finishes in a nice passion fruit flavor in your mouth. Really awesome. Similar soaring Jack high with
some haze. Nice yields and grows more squat than the #1.
’91 Christmas #5
Slightly Indica
9 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- ’91 Chem Skunk Va (Chemdog) x ’79 Christmas Tree Bud. Really cool cross from Useful Seeds that
we expect big things from. This might be one of the best versions of Chemdog that you can find
because of the influence of the Christmas Tree Bud from Pakistan. The Chemdog is reported to pop
nanners (go hermaphrodite) if pushed to hard or stressed too much. We believe the Pakistani genetics
might have helped with this and have seen no sign of nanners in our “torture chamber” grow room. Be
careful though, this is strong meds and can stink up your entire neighborhood if you’re not careful. If
smell is something you are worried about, don’t grow this plant!
Pinball Wizard
Mostly Sativa
10-11 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- Super Silver Haze x Wookie 15. Another classic elite cross to the Wookie male from Bodhi. This is a
more fruity version of the SSH with enormous yields and a similar sativa high to the Jack crosses.
Quickly becoming an internet legend with the baseball bat sized buds you can get in a tent. Great
strain for those looking for old Silver Haze strength with the Wookie taste in there.
Strawberry Goji
Slightly Indica
9-10 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- Goji OG x Strawberry Milk. This is our Bodhi made strawberry strain entry in our “Strawberry
Showdown.” Almost guaranteed to put a new spin on the Strawberry strains. Goji is a very large
yielding powerhouse of a plant crossed to his Strawberry Milk, with more Nepal OG influence. This one
yields great for pressing too, hitting almost 24%!
Strawberries & Cream
Slightly Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- Strawberries & Cream f2. Exotic Genetix has been stacking up Cannabis Cups all around the country.
Beautiful plants that are almost guaranteed centerfolds if grown correctly. Smells of Cap. Crunch berry.
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Guerilla Fume’
Slightly Sativa
9-10 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- SilverChem x Chemdog 91 BX3. From Lucky Dog Seeds “The mother in this cross is the
SilverChem. She’s a bulky Chemdog91 and Silverback OG Kush cross. Produces heavy thick buds that
range from gassy to scorched earth. Very heavy hitting high that can be almost psychedelic in nature.
Many people have told me that its the stoniest bud they have smoked and I cannot disagree.”
***LIMITED TIME
Kashmir Sunshine
Mostly Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- Kashmir Azad #22 x Sunshine Daydream. Bodhi’s selected Kashmir #22 must be a special plant and
it’s crossed here with his selected male from one of his most well know strains, Sunshine Daydream,
which is showing promise as a very super fast growing unique specimen in this polyhybrid. Smells are
blueberry muffin crossed with chem-carrot and spicy flowers. Super complex and should be great for
terpy hash. #7= Sour Piss Pheno. #11= Pickles & Cheetos pheno.
Frostbite
Mostly Indica
9-10 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- Too Buku #26 x ’91 Christmas. The unique terps from the Too Buku really match well with the diesel/
pine smells coming from the ’91 Christmas. Hard to describe but almost like a coconut pie that you
dropped in a puddle of diesel and pinesol.
Huckleberry Web
Slightly Indica
8 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- Charlotte’s Web x Huckleberry. Charlotte’s Web is a high CBD strain named after Charlotte Figi, who
recently passed. Another angel is in heaven and if you learn about that little girl’s struggle it will make
your heart melt. 2:1 CBD to THC (13% CBD to 6% THC) has been reported for this cross with
Huckleberry, a mainstay of the Dynasty Seeds catalog.
Granny Skunk
Slightly Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- Virginia Beach Afghani x Skelly Hashplant x SSSC Skunk1. Old school skunk smells come from
these plants, the kind of smell you get from passing a skunk on the highway. A real delight from
Dominion Seed Co. Awesome stony high that is still functional. Great addition to any garden.
Grey Area
Slightly Sativa
9-10 weeks
f1 Hybrid
- Too Buku #26 x Big Sur Holy Weed. Plant Time Genetics creation of two favorites for you sativa
loving hard workers. Too Buku brings some frosty yield, CBD potential and unique terps to the hard
hitting sativa profile of the BSHW IBL.
Runtz

Slightly Indica
8-9 weeks
FEMINIZED
- Runtz x Runtz. Big time hype strain from Mike at Exotic Genetix, in the form of a selfed Runtz clone.
See what all the talk is about with this candy flavor standout that’s currently the “it” strain. Dense
buds, fast flowering, and great terps await you with this plant.

Rainbow Runtz
Mostly Indica
8-9 weeks
FEMINIZED
- Rainbow Chip x Runtz. If you’ve seen the pictures of what these Rainbow Chip lines have been
putting out you’d come grab one quick. This one is a looker as well. Fruity candy smells abound for
some tasty dankness awaiting you in flower.
Attitude Adjustment
50/50 Hybrid
9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Pineapple Thai x Too Buku. CBD worlds collide with this matchup. Pineapple Thai is reported to be in
the 15% THC to 10% CBD range and the Too Buku has had very high test results in both THC and
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CBD. #1 is the PT leaner and the #6 is the TB leaner. Both have that “melt away your stress” qualities
for that instant attitude adjustment we all need sometimes.
Starduster
Slightly Indica
9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- East Coast Sour Diesel x Ms. Universe. Cool Sour Diesel cross here by Professor P at Dynasty
Seeds, bringing in his Ms. Universe male to the party, brings in more trichome coverage. Ms. Universe
is dominate throughout these so expect medium yields of frosty covered buds with not much sour
influence. ***LIMITED RELEASE***
Honey Sundae
Mostly Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Sundae Driver #10 x Honey Stomper. Fast finishing, great tasting, and beautiful flower is what to
expect from this pollen chuck, bred by Genuity at Chucker’s Paradise. Terps are very similar to Honey
Nut Cheerios. Effects are nice and relaxing with some definite body buzz.
Oil Spill
Mostly Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- XXX OG x Royal Kush 7. Original from Mandelbrot brings together 2 powerhouse OGs from the
Emerald Triangle. The plants are very unique, stay squat and form tight, dense, frosty buds with
dark coloring. In contrast with the trichome production the flower has excellent bag appeal. Light berry
like and oil rag terps that have that California NorCal taste. Lung expanding flower!
Mined Flayer
Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Stonemason x Monkey Balls. Two of our most popular indicas collide on this pollen chuck by Plant
Time Genetics. These show great vigor and bring out some skunky/musky terps. Pure couch-locking
dream food for you indica lovers.
BiXkit

Mostly Indica
9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Gorilla Biscuit x ’91 Christmas. Gorilla Biscuit has consistently tested high in THC, up to 29%, and
has those sought after lemon like chem terps. The ’91 Christmas brings a nice addition and the combo
produces these vigorous BixKit plants that have an Elmer’s Glue like terp profile.

21 Candles
Slightly Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Fruity Pebbles #21 x Roman Candles. Here’s another one from Strayfox, featuring his selected Fruity
Pebbles cut with his Roman Candles male. Colors will pop with the fade on these, where green leaves
turn to red, purple, and yellow. Frost is abundant, but the real treat from the Fruity Pebbles mom
comes through in the terps. 100% Fruity Pebbles cereal flavor and taste.
TriRaqi Stash
Slightly Sativa
9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Triangle Kush x IraqI Ranya x Over Yonder. By Plant Time Genetics, the Over Yonder dad brings
some color, more sativa like hazey high, and frost to the party. The TK x Iraqi mom is a beast, grows
more sativa like, but with big buds up the poles. Nice Kush and cotton candy like tasting flowers await.
Fade will include red, purple, and yellow colors that pop with the trichchomes.
Load Off
50/50 Hybrid
9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Pineapple Thai x Monkey Balls. By way of Plant Time Genetics, Load Off our first attempt to bring
more indica to the PT. The Monkey Balls dad doesn’t dominate this one, but lends it’s big wide leaves
in a very vigorous plant with nice yields, while still maintaining the special Pineapple terps. More indica
effects included than the Pineapple Thai by itself.
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Plant Time Genetics - Seed Packs of 10 regular sex seeds ($43.25 each pack)
Buy 3 packs of seeds, get the 4th pack for a PENNY!
Bardownski
Mostly Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 hybrid
- Too Buku #26 x ’79 Christmas Tree Bud. Sure to be a score with big city slams, mixing up the unique
terps of the Too Buku with the pine tree aroma of the CTB. Look for large yields with major league
vigor. Always bardownski. Made in Oklahoma.
Castle

Mostly Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- King’s Banner XIII x ’79 Christmas Tree Bud. King of the Castle smoke to be found in these here
beans. King’s Banner grows spindly but has that classic OG smell and flavor profile with a blast of a
high combining sativa effects at first with a calm body indica stone to follow. CTB should bring in more
indica effects and pine smells with additional structure & yield. Made in Oklahoma.

Can’t Touch This
Slightly Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Jack Light5 #3 x ’79 Christmas Tree Bud. Our passionfruit cut meets pine trees here in this mix up.
Terps should be off the wall loud with pine and fruit smells. People are going to ask what that is and
you’ll have to tell them you “can’t touch this.” Made in Oklahoma.
2Pak

50/50 Hybird
9 weeks
f1 hybrid
- Vintage Pakistani x ’79 Christmas Tree Bud. We’ve been thinking about this one for quite awhile now
and glad to finally release it. 2Pak is a 2 way Pakistani delight of old school superstars, one being a
sativa and the other a pure indica. We imagine we’ll find some delightful expressions here in these
beans that should be reminiscent of what folks were smoking back in the day. Made in Oklahoma.

Let’s Go
Mostly Sativa
9-10 weeks
f1 hybrid
- Sannie’s Jack #8 x Too Buku. Let’s Go is an appropriate name for this cross as the plants will jump
out of the pots on you and once you consume them, you’ll be saving “let’s go.” Sativa rush with big
yields from both parents should result in some interesting phenos here.
High Maintenance
Slightly Indica
9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
King’s Banner XIII x Kashmir Azad. Awesome OG meets the male Kashmir Azad, due to dish out some
dense OG flavors with some greasiness. Everyone is working with this Kashmir line now for a reason.
It brings out really cool traits in everything it touches.
Honey Bunny
Indica
9 weeks
f1 hybrid
- Kashmir Azad #1 x ’79 Christmas Tree Bud. Indica worlds collide again here with our Kashmir mom
that oozes greasy nugs and our pine smelling bud, originally from Pakistan. Both indica plants give
more of a dreamy euphoric type indica buzz with less narcotic couch lock that other indica strains.
Should get a range of effects with this f1 cross, increased yields, and a range of smells.
Mined Flayer
Indica
9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Stonemason x Monkey Balls. Indica powerhouses combine here with one of our local favorites, the
Stonemason. Both are knock out indica strains and the Stonemason brings a little better flavor to the
Monkey Balls blandness. Good luck staying awake with this one!
Load Off
50/50
9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Pineapple Thai x Monkey Balls. This is our attempt to bring a more sedative quality to the Pineapple
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Thai to hopefully increase the hash yields. Pineapple leaners and the ones we’re looking for here and
they should stand out soon, even in veg, with a quick stem rub. If your fingers smell sweet, you got it!
Strawberry Grease
Mostly Indica
9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Strawberries & Cream f2 x Kashmir Azad. Cannabis cup winner from Exotic Genetix meets the IBL
from Kashmir that’s making the rounds. Captain crunch berry terps should come out nice with the
greasy buds produced by the Kashmir. Hold on to these.
Switchback
Slightly Indica
9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Jack Light5 #1 x Kashmir Azad. The OCC Jack Light5 #1 cut mixed up with the Kashmir is bound to
be a winner. Look for some awesome fast growing plants of big yielding, greasy nugs with some old
school Jack terps. Kashmir adds complexity to the Jack here. Dreamy euphoric high to be expected.
Final Curtain
Indica
9 weeks
f1 hybrid
- Monkey Balls #6 x Kashmir Azad. Purple musky nugs of pure indica power collide with the awesome
Kashmir line here. Expect some super dark phenos with quick vegging and fast flowering vigor.
Grease Pit
Mostly Indica
9-10 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Granny Skunk #4 x Kashmir Azad. Granny brings the funk and Kashmir brings the grease. Skunk
indica lovers are going to have fun with this one.
Waddle
50/50 Hybrid
9-10 weeks
f1 hybrid
- Big Sur Holy Weed #2 x Kashmir Azad. Both these strains have get lost in your daydream kind of
magic to them. Expect some awesome hybrid like highs and some vigor. Purple phenos too.
Outta Touch
Indica
9 weeks
f1 hybrid
- Purple Monkey Ghani x Kashmir Azad. Find some greasy purple sweet phenos with this f1 hybrid.
100% indica cross so get ready to melt in your couch and do some daydreaming. Specimen beautiful
plants await each pack.
Peaceness
Slightly Indica
9-10 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Huckleberry Web x Kashmir Azad. The point of these is to bring a little more THC and indica effects
to the high CBD, low THC Huckleberry Web mom. Plenty of fruity terps await with these, on what
should be some very vigorous plants.

Fast Forward Series - Seed Packs of 10 regular sex seeds ($60.54 each pack)
Pineapple OG v2
Slightly Indica
9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Pineapple Thai x Triangle Kush x Iraqi. Plants Time Genetics’ first release of the Fast Forward Series,
is a Remix of an old crowd favorite, the Pineapple OG. The pineapple terps from the PT come through
perfectly with OG like terps. Basically, a terp salad made in heaven. (LIMIT 1 PACK PER PURCHASE)
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Useful Seeds - Seed Packs of 10 FEMINIZED & regular sex seeds ($60.54 each pack)
NOT AVAILABLE AS PENNY SEEDS

Tranquil Chocolate

Mostly Indica

9-10 weeks

FEMINIZED

Chem 4 x Chocolate Diesel

Slightly Sativa

9-10 weeks

FEMINIZED

Chem D x Chocolate Diesel

Slightly Sativa

9-10 weeks

FEMINIZED

Lucky Lime
Slightly Indica
9-10 weeks
f2 polyhyrid
- Lucky Charms x Black Lime Reserve. People are really digging these tasty treasures from Useful
Seeds. Phenos range in these f2s, but you should easily find a keeper in a pack. Stinky green lime
smells await and a nice indica buzz that follows.

*We recommend joining an online forum to learn more about organic
gardening methods (and all other types of grow methods). You can find
experts on these forums that love to help.
Ask questions but use the search feature first. It’s all there and it’s all
free!
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TYPE OF EFFECT SCALE:
SATIVA = 100% “up” like effect, like drinking coffee. Get a lot done, motivating type effects.
MOSTLY SATIVA = energizing and refreshing but not as much of a jolt of energy. Great for exploring and being creative.
SLIGHTLY SATIVA

= refreshing feeling, daydreaming. Less energizing if at all.

HYBRID = 50/50 sativa/indica effects where you could feel a rush of energy and then it fades to a body high or perhaps
some other combination of sativa and indica effects at once.
SLIGHTLY INDICA = Relaxing type feel with not much body. No couch lock.
MOSTLY INDICA = Very relaxing slight body pain relief feel, can cause couch lock. Can cause drowsiness.
INDICA = All body feel, couch lock, pain relief, induces sleep.

Flower samples for sale:

OUT OF STOCK

We have 1g, 3.5g, and 7g samples for purchase. Flower test results are post on the pictures page.
1g = $17.30
3.5g = $43.25
7g = $86.50

To read more about plant selection and Plant
Time Genetics, go to planttimegenetics.com.
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